
Ljuba Lemke, DMD
Durango, CO
info@ALForthodontics.com

ALF Mentoring
Online Mentoring Per Case

Online Video Mentoring Per Hour

Mentoring in Your Practice

Case Support within “ALF Beyond the Basics”

Disclaimer

Online Mentoring Per Case
With an easy to use case template, communication has become very efficient.
Here is a video giving you an idea of how this works.

Prerequisites

Pedo Cases:
Familiarity with the basic ALF principles as taught in Dr. Lemke’s course
“ALF Therapy and the Cranial Concept 101”.
Basic computer skills.

Cases in the Permanent Dentition:
Familiarity with the basic ALF principles as taught in Dr. Lemke’s course
“ALF Therapy and the Cranial Concept 101” AND
“ALF Beyond the Basics”
Basic computer skills.

https://youtu.be/YTJ3PVlp2wI
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Format

You will receive an individualized, secured case template. You add the
pertinent patient information, the diagnosis, treatment goals, and ALF design(s).
These steps are necessary to make the mentoring a meaningful learning
experience, cutting back on your need for future mentoring.
I review the case, post comments, may suggest different design(s), and explain
my thought process. We keep communicating using comment boxes and receive
an email notification whenever a new comment is posted. This allows us to be on
the same track and have a record of our conversations for easy reference.
Most of the time, I am able to reply within two to five business days.

Dates and Registration

Ongoing; email info@ALForthodontics.com

Fee

Initial case review for 1 patient with support for 1 year -  $395
Additional year for the same case  - $195

Online Video Mentoring Per Hour
Prerequisites

Pedo Cases:
Familiarity with the basic ALF principles as taught in Dr. Lemke’s course
“ALF Therapy and the Cranial Concept 101”.
Basic computer skills.
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Cases in the Permanent Dentition:
Familiarity with the basic ALF principles as taught in Dr. Lemke’s course
“ALF Therapy and the Cranial Concept 101” AND
“ALF Beyond the Basics”
Basic computer skills.

You chose the topics which we will discuss during a 60-minute recorded video
call. Your will receive the video link in case you wish to review the meeting.

Dates and Registration

By appointment; email info@ALForthodontics.com

Fee

$295 per hour
Your appointment is confirmed when payment is submitted.

Cancellation Policy
If you need to reschedule,  please do so within 48 hours of our appointment to avoid a missed session
charge of $75.

Mentoring in Your Practice
Please let me know if you are interested in this option, and we can discuss the
details: info@ALForthodontics.com
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Case Support within “ALF Beyond the Basics”
This option is available if

1. You are alumnus/alumna of “ALF Therapy and the Cranial Concept 101”
2. You have a question about a case already in treatment.
3. You can provide pictures through your case template:

a. Beginning of treatment: intraoral
b. Appliances used
c. Current intraoral photos

4. You ask a concise question
5. You give permission that your question and my answer gets incorporated
into the “ALF Beyond the Basics” online course.

Disclaimer
Dr. Lemke, LLC, assumes no doctor-patient relationship with patients of dentists attending her courses or
are mentored by her. The treating doctors remain solely responsible for the advice, treatment, and care of
their patients and retain all the risks in advising and treating them. The materials and information
presented by Dr. Lemke, including presentation of treatment options for specific cases, is for educational
purposes only and shall not create a duty of care by Dr. Lemke towards any patient.
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